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ABSTRACT 
Using Ore's definition of the distance of spanning trees in a connected graph G, we 
determine the maximal distance a spanning tree may have from a given spanning tree 
and develop an algorithm for the construction of two spanning trees with maximal 
distance. It is also shown that the maximal distance of spanning trees in G is equal 
to the cyclomatic number c(G) of G, if G has no bridges and if c(G) < min(5, I G I -- 1). 
Every finite connected graph G has a spanning tree T. When an edge 
e in G is added to T, the graph T u e has a single circuit C. The removal 
of  an edge e' ~: e from C gives another spanning tree T'. Ore [1] calls 
this operation a singular cyclic interchange, and mentions that one may 
define the distance between two maximal trees in a graph to be the smallest 
number of  cyclic interchanges required to transform one into the other. 
He poses the problem of determining the maximal distance between two 
such trees. 
By a graph we mean a set V(G), whose elements will be called the 
vertices of  G, together with a set E(G) of unordered pairs of  distinct 
vertices, the edges of G. I f  A and B are sets, A - -  B will denote their 
difference set and I A I the cardinal of A. By I G I we mean I V(G)]. We 
will only consider finite graphs, i.e., graphs G with finite [ G I. 
A graph H is called a subgraph of G, in symbols H C G, if V(H) C V(G) 
and E(H) C E(G). A path in G is a set 
{(ao, a0, (al, a2),..., (an-1, an)} 
of edges of  G, where all a~ are distinct. I f  ao : an we speak of a circuit. 
A graph is said to be connected if there exists a path between any two 
vertices a 0 , as of G. The maximal connected subgraphs of  a graph are 
called its components. A graph without circuits is a forest; if it is also 
connected it is called a tree. The subgraph H of G is called a section graph 
of  G, if E(H) contains all edges (a, b) ~ E(G) with a, b ~ V(H). The sum 
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G w H of two graphs H and G is defined by V(G w H) = V(G) kA V(H) 
and E(G w H) • E(G) w E(H); analogously one defines the intersection 
G c5 H. The difference G -- H is a graph with V(G -- 14) ~ V(G) and 
E(G - -  H)  - -  E (G)  - -  E (H) .  
If G and H are graphs, the mapping ~- of V(G) onto V(H) is called a 
homomorphism, if (a, b) ~ E(G) and ra 7s rb implies (ra, ~'b) E E(H). 
The sets 7-1a, where a~ V(H), are called the inverse image sets of H. 
We will also say H is formed by contraction of the sets ~--la. 
It is known that every maximal tree in a connected graph G has the 
same set of vertices as G and I G [ -- 1 edges. Further every connected 
subgraph T of G with V(T) = V(G) and I G I -- 1 edges is a maximal 
tree of G. Such trees are also called spanning trees. We can consider the 
spanning trees T~ of G as the vertices of a graph and connect any two 
of them by an edge, if they can be transformed into each other by a 
singular cyclic interchange, as defined above. This graph will be called 
the tree-graph of G. As shown in [1], Theorem 6.6.4, the tree-graph of G 
is connected. The problem of finding the maximal distance between two 
spanning trees is then equivalent to finding the maximal distance of two 
vertices in the tree-graph, i.e., its diameter. Henceforth the tree-graph of 
G will be denoted by G*, its diameter by d(G*), and the distance of 
S, T ~ V(G*) by d(S, T), 
Clearly the distance of two spanning trees S, T of G that have k edges 
in common is [G I - -  l - - k= [E (S - -T ) [= I E(S)--E(T)[ ,  and 
I G L -- 1 is an upper bound for the diameter of G*. 
Let T be a spanning tree of G, and Gll,..., Gk 1 be the components of 
G -- T. Any spanning tree in G has to connect he G~ 1. Since there are k 
such G~ ~ at least k -- 1 edges are needed to connect hem. As the G~ 1 are 
only connected by edges of T, any S ~ V(G*) has at least k -- 1 edges in 
common with T. Thus their distance is at most j G] -- 1 - -  (k  - -  1 )  = 
161-k .  
Suppose K is the homomorphic image of G formed by contraction 
of the G~L Clearly K is connected and any spanning tree of K gives rise 
to k -- 1 edges e 1 ..... ek-1 in T which connect he Gi ~. Every Gi 1 has a 
spanning tree K~. The graph S, defined by 
k--I k 
V(S) -~ V(G) and E(S) = U {ei} u U E(Ki) 
i=1 i=1 
is Connected and has 
1r k 
I E(S)r  = k - -  1 + y ,  (I E (KOI  - -  1) = 
i= l  i= l  
E(K31- -  1 = I q l - -  1 
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edges. S is therefore a spanning tree of  G with the distance I G I --  k 
from T. Thus we have shown: 
THEOREM 1. 
in G -- T, then 
f f  T is a spanning tree of G and k the number of  components 
[G l - -k - - - -  max d(S,T)  
S~V~G*) 
and d(G*) is equal to [ G I minus the minimal number of components in 
G -- T, with T~ V(G*). 
I f  G is a graph the number I E(G)I --  [ G [ -k 1 is called the circuit rank 
or the cyclomatic number c(G) of G [1, p. 67]. For any S, T~ V(G*) 
we have ]E (S) - -  E(T)[ ~ ]E(G) -- E(T)I -~ I E(G)[ - -  [ G I q- 1, i.e., 
d(S, T) ~ c(G). Since I G I - -  1 is an upper bound for d(G*), we have 
proved the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. d(G*) ~ min(c(G), I G] - -  1). 
DEFINITION. A spanning tree T of  G is called peripheral, if there is an 
S ~ V(G*) with d(T, S) -~ d(G*). 
LEMMA 2. A spann&g tree T of G is peripheral and d(G*) = c(G), 
i f  all the components of G -- T are trees. 
PROOF: Suppose G-  T consists of k components. By Theorem 1 
there is an S ~ V(G*) with d(S, T) = I G I -- k. Since V(G -- T) -~ V(G) 
and the k components of  G -- T are trees, [ E(G)[ ---- 2 I G I --  k -- 1. 
Therefore c(G) = I G I -- k. By Lemma 1 T is peripheral. 
For a connected graph G and T~ V(G*) we have already defined the 
graphs Gi I to be the components of G --  T. By Hi I we mean the section 
graph of G spanned by V(Gi 1) and Fi ~ = Hi 1 n 7". Since there are no 
circuits in T, there are none in F~ 1. Thus Fi I is a forest and its connected 
components are trees. We will denote the components of the Fi x by T~ a and 
indicate whenever necessary to which F~ 1 they belong. 
LEMMA 3. I f  T is a spanning tree of G and if  there is a Gi I containing a
circuit C with vertices in at least two T~ 1 C Fi 1, then T is not peripheral. 
PROOf: There must be at least one edge e = (a l ,as)  in C with 
end-points in different T~ 1, say aj e V(Tjl), j = 1, 2. By adding the edge e 
to T we obtain a graph which contains a circuit D. This circuit contains 
an edge f of  T with exactly one end-point in Gi ~. Let Gk I be the component 
of G - -  T containing the other end-point o f f l  Then L ~ (T u e) - - f  is 
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a spanning tree of G. Since e is a circuit edge in Gi I , G~ -  e and 
(Gi 1 -- e) ~9 Gk I w f are connected. Therefore the components of G -- L 
are (Gi ~ -- e) w Gk ~ wfand all Gj t different from Gi ~ and Gk 1. G -- L has 
one component less than G -- T. By Theorem 1 T is not peripheral, 
which proves the lemma. 
In the following lemmas it will be necessary to consider not only the 
graphs Gi ~, Hi ~, Fi 1, and Ti I for a given T ~ V(G*), but also the section 
graphs Si 1 of the T~ a with respect o G and the components Gj 2 of the 
S~ ~-  Ti 1. Here too we will have to indicate occasionally to which S~ 1 
a given G 7 belongs. Clearly S~ ~ is not only the section graph of T~ 1 with 
respect o G, but also with respect o the H~ 1 with T~ ~ C Hj ~. Analogously 
we define the subgraphs Hi ~ , F~ ~ , T~ 2 ,..., Hi k , F~ k, T~ ~, S~ k etc. To 
indicate the tree T, which gives rise to these graphs, we may also write 
G?~(T) ..... Si~(T). IfF~ k is a tree it does not give rise to any new subgraphs 
with larger upper index. Thus we will apply our method of construction 
only to F~ k which are not trees, except hat we stop the process altogether 
at step k + 1, if a Ti k is reached, such that Lemma 3 can be applied to 
S~ k and its spanning tree T~L In this case we do not define subgraphs 
with an upper index larger than k + 1. 
LEMMA 4. T is not peripheral, i f  Lemma 3 can be applied to a certain 
Si ~ and its spanning tree Ti I~. 
PROOF: If k = 1 there is nothing to prove. For k > 1 we show that 
there exists a spanning tree L of G such that Lemma 3 can be applied to 
a certain S~-X(L) and its spanning tree T~-X(L). Without loss of generality 
we can suppose that Lemma 3 is applicable to S~ ~ and TIL Let G~ +~, 
spanned by F~ +1, be a component of $1 k -- /'1 * and C a circuit containing 
vertices in T~ +~, T~ +~ C F~ +~. Application of Lemma 3 results in a new tree 
L1 k, which spans $1 ~, and all the components of S~ k -- 7"1 k, except for two, 
are also components of $1 k -- L~ ~. One of these exceptional components 
is G~ +~; we can assume the other one to be G~ +1. These two components are 
replaced by one component K of S~ ~- / .1  ~, with the set of vertices 
V(G~ +~) w V(G~+~), as follows from the proof of Lemma 3. The graph 
L == (T -  7"1 ~) w L~ ~ is again a spanning tree of G. For m ~< k we can 
form the graphs G~m(L) ..... S~(L) .  Clearly every G~(L)  ..... S~(L )  is 
spanned by a corresponding G,~(T),..., Si~(T). We can choose the notation 
such that V(Gi*'~(L))-~- V(G~"(T)). Hence we also have Tt~(L )= Lx ~. 
Let G~ +1 and G~ +1 be contained in G1L As Gt ~ is connected, and 
G1 ~+~, G~ +~ are components of S~ +~ -- T~ +~, there is a path P in G~ ~ -- S~ +~ 
connecting a vertex a ~ V(G~ +~) with a vertex b ~ V(G~+I). P has to contain 
at least one vertex c ~ V(S~+~), which means that c is a vertex of another 
component ofFt ~, say e ~ V(T~). Since a and b are both in the component 
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K of S~ x -- TtX(L), there is a path Q in K connecting a with b. P together 
with Q form a circuit D in GlX(L) having vertices in T~X(L) and Tz~(L). 
Thus the S~-~(L) which contains GI~(L) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
3, which had to be shown. 
LEMMA 5. If Fik(T) is a tree, there are no two edges in G with common 
end-point outside of  FiX(T) and two different end-points in Igik(T). 
PROOF: Suppose the lemma is not true. Then there are two distinct 
edges el = (a, b), e2 = (a, c) in G and an FiX(T), which is a tree, such 
that a ~ V(F~ x) and b, c ~ V(F~k). Without loss of generality we can assume 
Fi x = F1 k. Since F1 x is a tree, el and e2 cannot both be edges in T. 
F~ k and Gx k have the same set of  vertices, therefore b, c ~ V(Glx). We 
consider the chain G1 k C G1 k-1 C ... C G11 C G. Since a r V(Fi k) = V(Gik), 
there exists an I with a e V(GIZ), but a (~ V(G~+I). Clearly I < k. Further 
there is a G~ +1 C Gx t with a ~ V(G/9+I), and there are Ti t, T /w i th  G~ +x C Si t 
and G~ +1 C S/.  Now we consider two cases: 
(1) el ~ E(G -- T) and e~ ~ E(T). Since e 1 connects a ~ V(G~ +~) with 
V(Gt+lh b ~ V(G~+a), Ti t ~ T/.  On the other hand c ~ V(G~ +1) and a e ~ ~ j are 
connected by e2, which implies T~ t ---- T/,  a contradiction. 
(2) el ,  e2 ~ E(G --  T). As before Ti t :/: T/. But since b, c ~ V(G~ +1) 
there is a path P in G1 ~+1 with the end-points b and c. P together with e~ 
and e2 form a circuit in G1 t with vertices in different components Ti t and 
T /o fF1  ~. Thus Lemma 3 is applicable to the S~ -~ which contains F1 t. But 
then F~ x is not defined, because l < k. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
[,EMMA 6. Let T be a spanning tree of  G. I f  there is an Fi k, which is a 
tree, and if K is the homomorphic image of  G formed by contraction of  Hi x, 
then d(G*) = d(K*) + [ G~X r -- 1. 
PROOF: First we show that d(G*) ~ d(K*) + [ Gi k [ --  1. Let TG = K 
and R' and S' be spanning trees in K. F~ k is a spanning tree of H~ k, and 
Gi k contains a spanning tree L of Hi k, because V(G~ k) = V(Hik). L and 
Fi k are edge-disjoint. Now we define R and S by R ---- T-1R ' w Fi k and 
S = z-aS ' w L. By Lemma 5 each edge incident with ~-H~ k is the image 
of exactly one edge of G. Clearly all other edges of  K have the same 
property. Consequently tE(R)[ = ] E(R')[ + [ E(F~)I = ] G] --  1, and 
I E(S)I---- I a [ - -  1. Thus R and S are in V(G*) and have the same 
number of  edges in common as R'  and S', which implies 
d(R, S)  = d(R', S')  + I G?  I - -  1. 
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On the other hand, if R and S are arbitrary spanning trees in G, their 
images TR and rS are spanning subgraphs of K. Since every edge of K is 
the image of exactly one edge in E(G) -- E(H~), ~cR and ~-S have as many 
edges in common as R -- Hi ~ and S -- HiL Let R' and S' be spanning 
subtrees of ~-R and ~-S; they also span K. Clearly 
I E(R') n E(S')I ~ I E(~-R) n E(~-S)[ ~ I E(R) ~ E(S)t. 
Since I G I = I K r + Ik Gi k ] - l, wehave 
(I K I --  I --  I E(R') n E(S')I) + i G, ~1-1  ~ t G I -- I --  I E(R) n E(S)I, 
or  
which implies 
d(R', S') + 
d(K*) + 
Gi k I --  I >/d(R,  5'), 
Gik l --  1 ~ d(G*). 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a connected finite graph. A peripheral spanning 
tree of  G will be found by repeated application of  the following procedures: 
1. Construction of  a spanning tree T of  G. 
2. Construction o f  the subgraphs Gik,..., Sg k for  k = 1, 2 ..... until one 
o f  the following conditions is met: (a) All Gi I are trees. (b) Lemma 4 can be 
applied. (c) Lemma 6 can be applied to an Fi k with I Fi k I > 1. 
3. In case 2(a) the problem has been solved. In case 2(b) application of  
Lemma 4 results in an L ~ V(G*) with 
max d(L ,X)  > max d(T ,X) .  
X~ V(G*) X~ V(G*) 
T is replaced by L and step 2 applied. In case 2(c) the problem is reduced 
to finding peripheral trees in a graph K with fewer vertices than G. G is 
replaced by K and step 1 applied. 
PROOF: By Lemma 2, T is peripheral, if all Gi 1 are trees. Clearly an 
application of Lemma 4 results in an L ~ V(G*) with the required 
properties. I f  Lemma 6 is applied to an Fi k with more than one vertex, 
then K will have fewer vertices than G. It is also clear from the first part 
of the proof of Lemma 6 how a peripheral tree in G is constructed from 
a peripheral tree in K. Thus it remains to be shown that Lemma 6 can 
always be applied to an Fi k with more than one vertex, if Lemma 4 is 
never applicable. 
The subgraphs Gik,..., S~ k are only constructed for k > 1, if there is at 
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least one Gi 1, say Ga 1, which contains a circuit C. I f  C does not have 
vertices in at least two components of F11 Lemma 4 is not applicable, but 
then C is contained in a certain Gi 2, say Ga 2. We continue with procedure 
2 of the theorem. As long as conditions 2(b) and 2(c) are not met, a chain 
G~ ~ D Ga 2 D G~ 3 D ... D G~ k D C is formed. This process cannot continue 
indefinitely because G was finite. Thus, if Lemma 4 cannot be applied, 
there must be a G1 k with G~ 7~ = G~ +~. But in this case F~ 1~ is a tree. We have 
I F~ k I = I Gi k I >~ 3, because G~ k contains the circuit C. 
Since neither step 2(b) nor 2(c) can be applied infinitely often, the 
algorithm has to lead to 2(a) after a finite number of steps. This proves 
the theorem. 
We remark that it is easy to find spanning trees S with d(S, T) = d(G*) 
once a peripheral tree T has been found. 
In the next paragraphs we will investigate the connection between the 
cyclomatic number c(G) of  a connected graph and the diameter of the tree 
graph of G. For this purpose we will also need the concept of a bridge. 
An edge e of a connected graph G is a bridge, if G --  e is disconnected. 
It is known that an edge is a bridge if and only if it is not contained in a 
circuit of G. Thus every edge of a tree is a bridge. It is easy to see that a 
graph G contains bridges, if there is a T ~ V(G*), such that there is more 
than one F~ 1, and all of  them are trees. For then all the edges connecting 
different Gi I (or F~ a) are bridges. We formulate this as a lemma. 
LEMMA 7. l f  there is a T ~ V(G*), such that there is more than one Fi 1, 
and all of them are trees, then G contains bridges. 
LEMMA 8. Let G be a connectedgraph. I f  c(G) <~ 4, then c(G) = d(G*). 
PROOF: Let Tbe a spanning tree of  G. Since c(G) = I E(G)J - I G I + 1, 
the Gil(T) consist altogether of  c(G) edges. For c(G) ~< 2 all the Gi ~ are 
trees. In the other cases this need not be so, but we will show that we can 
find a spanning tree L such that all G~(L) are trees; by Lemma 2 this is 
sufficient for the proof  of  the lemma. 
If  c(G) = 3, it may happen that one Gi I is a triangle. Then Fi I is a forest, 
and an application of Lemma 3 yields the desired tree L. 
Let c(G) = 4. We note that F~ 1 is a forest, if G~ ~ consists of four edges 
and four vertices. For if F~ ~ were a tree it would have to contain three 
edges. Together with the four in G~ ~ this would give seven different edges 
connecting four vertices, but there are at most six. Such a Gi 1 certainly 
contains a circuit C. I f  C is a triangle, it is clear that it cannot be spanned 
by one Ti 1 C Fi 1, and, if C = Gi 1, then C will trivially have vertices in 
different components of  F~ ~. I f  there is a component G~ ~, which is not a 
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tree, G~ 1 may be a triangle or consist of all four edges not in T and four 
vertices. In any case all the other Gj 1 are trees, and Lemma 3 is applicable 
to GiL The result is a tree L ~ V(G*), all G,~(L) of which are trees. 
COROLLARY. If G is connected and c(G) ~ 4, then c(G) -~- 1 <~ I G I. 
PROOF: Clear by Lemmas 8 and 1. 
THEOREM 3. I f  G is connected, without bridges, c(G) ~ 5, and 
c(G) ~- 1 ~ I G I, then c(G) = d(G*). 
PROOF: For c(G) ~ 4 this is clear by Lemma 8 and corollary. Let 
c(G) : 5. As in Lemma 8 it is enough to show that there is a tree L ~ V(G*) 
such that all Gil(L) are trees. For any T~ V(G*) there can clearly be at 
most one Gil(T), say GII(T), which contains a circuit C. If  G~I(T) has at 
most four vertices and four edges, one can show as before that Lemma 3 
is applicable. In case there are five edges and four vertices in G~(T), 
Gll(T) consists of two triangles having an edge together. Clearly F~I(T) is a 
forest and both triangles of G~(T) contain different vertices in different 
components of Fll(T). An application of Lemma 3 yields a tree M ~ V(G*), 
which has a G~(M) consisting of five vertices and containing one circuit. 
Thus the case I Gll(T)! = 5 remains to be considered. Then G~I(T) has 
to contain all five edges not in T. Since c(G) + 1 <~ t G [, there is at least 
one other vertex in G. All these vertices form G~ 1 and Fz ~ by themselves. 
By Lemma 7 FI~(T) cannot be a tree, otherwise G would contain bridges. 
I f  there is a T~(T) C Fxl(T) with two or three vertices, the circuit C has to 
contain vertices from different components of F~I(T). Hence we finally 
have to consider the case in which FI~(T) consists of two components 
Tll(T) and T~I(T) with one, respectively four, vertices. T~ x contains three 
edges. I f  C contains vertices in Tx 1 and T2 ~, we apply Lemma 3. Otherwise 
C < S~L Since S~ ~ has at most six edges, C has to be a triangle. But then 
F2 ~ is a forest, and it is easy to see that C has to contain vertices of at least 
two components of F2 ~. An application of Lemma 4 concludes the proof 
of the theorem. 
We remark that the graph G obtained from a graph with five vertices 
and ten edges, i.e., the complete graph with five vertices, by replacement 
of an edge by a path of length three, has 7 vertices, cyclomatic number 6, 
and no bridges, but d(G*) = 5. 
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